A REAL Viola Sound – Finding the Inner, Unique “YOU”

What is a REAL viola sound? Have you ever asked yourself this question? If you ask me, there are a number of factors which play a role in the creation of such a sound…one is finding the inner, unique “YOU”!

- Be truthful about your feelings and find the inner, unique “YOU.”

- Playing the viola is beyond showing off. It is about showing your musical imagination and the emotions that the music incites within you.

- Sincerity will make all the different for an audience; they will be grateful to you for sharing your gift and pulling their imagination upward from merely what’s on their next day’s shopping list.

- Act out your music! The best actors make you believe that they are truly moved to tears when experiencing certain situations. If you step into your musical character 150%, the public will believe you. Whether you choose to be heroic or in pain – music holds it all; you get to decide when and where you become what character. And just like actors, even if you are not in the mood for stepping into a certain emotion, you still have to jump in 150% and make the audience believe in the sincerity of your actions. When feeling sad, bring your tears to the verge of flowing; when feeling happy, be jumping up and down ready to burst with joy!

- Believe in your uniqueness. Only you hear the way you do and only you perceive certain notes in a certain way. On the page, a phrase might look the same to two different people, but when one colors it in his own way, that phrase becomes unique to that individual.

- Dare to go there! Step far into your emotions; it will be worth every step. You will leave the public speechless and forever grateful! If you give of yourself and share your inner and utmost imagination through the viola sound – with all its millions of levels of expressive possibilities, there will be nothing left to say. You can never make a fool of yourself if you are truly sincere.

This post first appeared in the inaugural year of the AVS Studio Blog, January 22, 2013, featuring the viola studios at the Juilliard School. To view more of those posts, please visit: http://americanviolasociety.org/studio/
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